New Scholarships For B-School

Accounting students now have another scholarship also.

CRITERIA
1. Selection must be made without regard to race, creed, sex or national origin.
2. The recipient should be an accounting major.
3. The student should have a degree of academic promise.
4. The student should be in financial need.
5. The student should be interested in Federal career service.
6. The student should be an upperclassman (junior or senior).

AMOUNT-$250 per semester. (It is quite likely that the student elected for the award would receive an offer of summer employment with the Audit Agency, most likely in the Regional Office here in New York City, which would probably carry it with it in additional $100 or so in earnings). More than one award may become available depending upon the capital amount of the Fund, for which a drive is underway.

Students may obtain more information on scholarships at the Financial Aid Office, 54th Street Building.

Baruch Pin Men Win

On Dec. 13, Baruch beat Cooper Union 9-1 by winning the first and third games 925-826, 913-861 and 817-790. In spite of this disheartening setback, Baruch still only lost the second game 839-810. Baruch has not exactly been bowling to the lanes since the epidemic of losses since Steve Rabinowitz (a newcomer) has taken his place in the team to victory! Second of the horrible mentions is Greg Jentzen. He seems to be able to find his head! Third is Dom Antoniello—the strongest 158 bowler ever in Baruch. Second of the third is Harvey Cohen who has made an impression. The team to victory! Second of the horrible mentions is Greg Jentzen. He has the league high series of 652 but never misses a spare, Allan Gross—Joe Conroy and last, but not least, Harvey (the hawk) Cohen who has made an impressive debut as Baruch's anchor man. There are two matches that remain (Jan. 3rd or 4th) against Cathedral and Jan. 31 against the team next in the position week). After these, my reign will have ended due to graduation! Until next match, so long! 

This is my second article on the registration system or "non-system" at Baruch. The lists of adjectives to describe it are perpetual the best being archaic, bizarre, confusing, frustrating. To a large degree this is more a problem to Freshman then to any other but note: see how you go next and have to bear the brunt of the worst.
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This is my second article on the registration system or "non-system" at Baruch. The lists of adjectives to describe it are perpetual the best being archaic, bizarre, confusing, frustrating. To a large degree this is more a problem to Freshman then to any other but note: see how you go next and have to bear the brunt of the worst.

**Viewpoint**

My multitudinous list of complaints begins when you even start to think of any program. The 24 floor street building (I honestly believe Robinson Crusoe is the contractor) provides this "disaster" surrounding for registration. The ventilation is awful—overheated and overpopulation. The mess of people merge into a line that is wider than it is long, you feel like you're in a slough of animosity. A complete lack of information to the "bard" and the only thing missing is the cattle cars. The few announcements that are given (after 5 hours on line, you are told that only 25

CUNY ASKS CITY HALL TO RESTORE BUDGET

The built of the rise in the CUNY budget required the Mayor's Office of Budget and Planning to increase its budget by almost one percent. The increase was largely due to the fact that CUNY was unable to charge tuition increases and was forced to absorb the costs of increased enrollments. The CUNY budget, in turn, was increased by the city's Office of Budget and Planning.

The student enrollments, collective bargaining increases and debt services on university obligations, all of which are paid for by CUNY, will be increased by the city's Office of Budget and Planning.

A 22,000 net gain in enrollment is forecast by CUNY. The 5,000 anticipated graduations, drops of an 8,000

City University of New York student aides have received an increase in their hourly wage rate from $1.00 to $1.85 per hour, which was announced by Chancellor Albert H. Bowker. The wage hike is effective as of January 1.

The wage increase was approved by New York City Budget Director Edward E. Harrison after discussions initiated by CUNY in September and a personal appeal by the chancellor. Although the New York State Legislature had raised the minimum wage to $1.65, the university, as a political subdivision of a municipal government, was not required to observe this rate, and thus the Bureau of the Budget would permit a wage level of only 85 cents.

In his appeal to the budget director the chancellor noted, "This is a small step and one not of financing. We simply cannot consent to pay our students below the minimum wage." The new salary increase will affect the 4,000 student aides employed on CUNY campuses throughout the city.
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LETTERS

The Act Goes On

Passing

Who's Afraid of Spiro T?

To the Editor:

I received a copy of your August 24 issue today. I read the paper cover to cover in one day and was very impressed with its contents. The only sections that I didn't like were the essays on Spiro T. I can't understand why you would devote so much space to analyzing his character. I think that it's a waste of time and energy to do so. I would rather see articles on more important issues.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

Announcement

Announcement

SENIORS— GET YOUR FACE IN THE COLLEGE YEAR-BOOK-BOX.
IT'S FREE.

LAST CHANCE
FOR
(FREE)
SENIOR PICTURES
In the Yearbook-Box

MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1977
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1977
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1977
CLEAN YOUR MIND  
on the Sensitivity Workshop  
January 22-25 
Applications Room 314 SC  
Lamport Leaders Society

DANTE SOCIETY  
General Meeting and Election  
Jan 7 12 Noon (sharp)  
Room 1106

THE ACCOUNTING &  
MANAGEMENT SOCIETIES  
PRESENT  
LAWRENCE A. LANSNER  
PLACEMENT DIRECTOR  
JOB OUTLOOKS FOR 1971  
Jan 7-Room 1220-12 Noon  
ALL INVITED!

(from page 1)  
**Viewpoint**

people take them around. Please send  
them with your name to me at the Ticker  
Office (phone numbers too) and we will  
try to get action for next fall.  
1971 is upon us (by the time you read  
this) and here are a few random hopes for  
the new year.  
Peace for all Americans at war in  
foreign countries and at home.  
Every student uses his vote to help  
make our voice heard in Washington.  
Vote in local and State election for 18  
years olds.  
The end to the present numbers game  
and hopes for a volunteer army.  
Success for the new Ticker Editor  
(Gary Frank) and a new better Ticker  
which will serve to further student needs.  
A Teacher Evaluation Program at  
Baruch finally enacted.  
A progressive, constructive Spring  
term of Student Council.  
A humane, effective Registration System  
strengthening and improvements for  
both the Liberal Arts and Business  
schools.  
Better handling of Open Enrollment  
problems.  
Ohio State winning (hopefully happened)  
the Rose Bowl and becoming the  
Number 1 team in the Country (for MV).

LEARN KARATE

For Self-Defense & Fitness of  
Mind and Body  
at S. Henry Cho's  
Karate Institute Inc.  
135 W. 23rd St., New York City  
(Between 6&7 Avenues)  
3½ blocks West of BARUCH  
Open Evenings  
Between 4 pm—10 pm  
TEL: 675-8579 or 675-7424

ALADIN  
COFFEE SHOP

On 23rd St.  
Next to Baruch  
We deliver GR 5-3870

YUMMY

THE COLLEGE YEAR-BOOK-BOX  
CHANGES '71  
on SALE  
NOW!  
Monday 11-1  
Wednesday 12-2  
Friday 11-1  
Main Lobby—Student Center